
TOTAL CLUB CASHES = £61,444
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3 36/70 1 MATT McKINLAY 6 34 +£283 8 2 = 8
N/A 5/6 2 ALEX BAKO 6 33 +£47 0 N/A N/A 6
13 70/132 3 BRIAN YATES 5 29 -£427 5 5 +4 9

1 14/29 4 MATT GODWIN 6 28 +£331 2 1 = 3
28 19/51 5 CHARLES MASON 3 24 +£81 5 11 +1 1
8 39/80 6 ADAM PHELAN 6 21 +£421 8 4 = 5

N/A 3/6 7 NATE POULTON 6 21 -£4 0 N/A N/A 6
14 51/107 8 PAUL FOY 6 21 -£477 3 7 +1 11
6 25/22 9 GARETH HOWARD 6 20 +£321 4 9 +4 13
2 10/69 10 LEE MASON 5 19 +£90 1 3 = 3

N/A 22/43 11 MARK ENGLAND 6 19 -£194 0 24 +5 43
20 4/9 12 ADAM SHARPLES 5 17 -£20 1 16 NEW 0
N/A 3/5 13 ALI HACKETT 5 17 -£31 0 N/A N/A 5
15 26/71 14 NIC RAWLINGS 5 15 -£169 3 17 = 1
5 15/43 15 MATT KAY 4 12 +£331 3 8 -2 25
4 9/28 16 RICKY BUCKLAND 5 11 +£119 2 13 -2 6
30 63/119 17 TOD WOOD 5 10 +£712 9 12 -2 17
26 23/57 18 LAURA RHODEN 5 8 -£227 1 30 +2 34

12 26/57 19 ADAM SMITH 4 8 -£23 1 18 -2 30

18 11/30 20 MATT CROMWELL 4 5 -£29 1 20 = 15
21 17/34 21 HITENDRA PATEL 5 4 +£128 1 27 -3 23
16 51/93 22 STEVE HEALEY 6 2 +£266 4 14 +1 12
10 22/42 23 AMY COSHAN 3 2 -£12 3 15 -1 14

11 14/25 24 RICHARD HUGHES 6 2 -£110 0 21 -3 25
19 26/61 25 KEVIN BERRIE 5 0 +£14 2 25 +1 14
25 15/45 26 LIAM PICKERING 4 0 -£132 1 31 -4 19



702 days after Season 24 began in November 2019, Matt McKinlay

took down his 2nd BCPC Title, although his ascension back to the
BCPC summit was in doubt for a while after he was first out in Week
6 as his QQ lost to the KK of Brian Yates, thus meaning that the
Champion will be wearing the “Cap Of Crap” tonight!
When Nate Poulton exited before the Final Table, that meant only Alex

Bako or defending Champion Matt Godwin could deny Matt the Title.
Both players made it to the Final Table, but both were short. Matt

shoved the lot in over 5 limpers and showed the bluff...but then
when he got it in again with A-A, the Poker Gods cruelly gave Adam

Sharples (A-10cc) the nut flush and Matt’s reign was over. That left 7
players, with Bako now super-short and needing at least 5th place.
Could he do it? Well down to 4 bb’s he finally got it in and trebled
up…..but soon after he was gone and that meant that Matt joined Tony

Trippier, Steve Redfern and Steve Healey as 2-time BCPC Champions.
So with just 6 players left there were still questions to be answered.
Could Mark England win his first BCPC game at the 43rd attempt….or
would Laura Rhoden get her first win since 2014? Well neither of
these would happen, as 3-handed, Adam Sharples came back from
1.5bb’s to storm to a memorable first BCPC win, setting him up
nicely for the trip he is currently on in Las Vegas. Run Good Adam :)



R.I.P. AISLING & OISIN WILSON
I am saddened to report that on November 2nd, BCPC member
Aisling Wilson and her 7-year-old Son, Oisin, were both killed in a
head-on car accident on the way home from school. “Ash” was a
lovely lady who played at the Club for 3 seasons from May 2012,
before leaving when Oisin was born. Our thoughts are with husband
Matt, also a long-standing BCPC player, at this sad time.



SEASON 23 MILESTONES

Paul Foy became the 6th player to reach 300 career points, while
Gareth Howard moved into the Top 10 on 226.

Matt Godwin moved past Nathan Harris up to 4th place on Average
Points per season while Tod Wood moved past Adam Phelan into the
Top 10.

Matt McKinlay won his 9th BCPC seat to join Tod Wood & Adam Phelan in
2nd place all-time.

Mark England has now played 43 games without winning one, joining
Darren Hooper on being just one short of Jake Poxon’s record.

Charles Mason now owns the highest % for converting Final Tables
into wins at 26.31% (5 from 19) while Gareth Howard has the record
for most times being eliminated first with 7.

Steve Healey finished 9th in the final game to keep alive his streak of
scoring points in all of his 16 League seasons. Brian Yates has the
record with a point in 23 consecutive seasons. Steve (22nd, 2pts), Amy

Coshan (23rd, 2pts), Rich Hughes (24th,2pts ), Kev Berrie (25th, 0pts) &
Liam Pickering (26th, 0pts) all had their worst ever finishing positions
& points totals, along with Hitendra Patel (4pts).

Newcomers Alex Bako (2nd, 33pts), Nate Poulton (6th, 21pts) & Ali

Hackett (13th, 17pts) all had their best seasons (!) as did Adam

Sharples (12th, 17pts).

FUTURE BCPC SEATS

Following a recent Committee meeting it has been decided that from
Season 24 all Seat prizes won will be published INCLUDING rake.
Also, for each season, the top 30% of the total paid-up field will
receive a seat, up to a cap of 10 seats, with a minimum value of £125.
Should anyone have money over (eg £125 seat played a £100 + £10
comp) and wishes to top this up to use in a satellite, permission must
be first granted by the Committee.



THE “BCPC 22”

There is currently £5660 {77%} in the kitty and chip counts are as
follows....

Matt McKinlay……..61400

Brian Yates…..........52000

Tod Wood……….…..…45000

Charles Mason.......26600

Ricky Buckland…...22100

Tom Cawley…………....20200

Liam Pickering…....14500

Will Young & Danny Strange..............12500

Tony Griffiths…........8500

Hitendra Patel….....4200

Gareth Howard…….2000

Peter Carey...........1500

Tony Trippier, Chris Baker, Nic Rawlings, Marc Ward, Mark England, Nic Cross,

Huw Finister Jones, Graham Gorton, Adam Phelan and Nate Poulton also
currently qualify for a % share in the eventual qualifier, although as
yet, they have no chips to enter the Comp themselves.

We really need your help in filling the BAPWAC 22 sheet up at least
twice per season so try and dig deep if you can...£10 per go.

Also, we run the regular BCPC 22 Last-Longer at each and every
League game. £20 entry and whoever lasts longest on the night gets
1000 chips for each £20 in that night’s prizepool.

We are currently 77% of the way towards our $10,000 target & so
we need to make approximately £1680 more at current rates. The
winner of this comp will get a seat in the 2022 WSOP Main Event.



WHAT IS THE BCPC 22?

It began life as the BCPC 21 before Covid hit….then got pushed back
to become the BCPC 22. As a Club, we have already had one very
successful trip to Vegas before (see Season 16, week 2 Newsletter
on the website for full write-up) where Tod Wood cashed in The
Millionaire Maker for $7589 while playing for the BCPC. Next July,
we will hit Vegas again. The plan is to go out en-masse for the first 2
weeks and hopefully, the WSOP will be moved back to the summer
and we will be there during the Main Event.

Now the person who wins the BCPC 22 competition will represent
our Club in the $10,000 Main Event. Currently in the pot, we have
£5660 and with an estimated £570 being added to that pool by
February through the BAPWAC 22 & BCPC 22 Last Longer routes.
This would then leave us approximately £1000 shy of our target on
the day of the event, which is hopefully going to take place sometime
in March.

The actual game will run on a 40-minute clock and will start at
100-200 blind levels.  For the first 6 levels, anyone can buy-in OR
top-up, AT ANY TIME for ANY AMOUNT of chips at a cost of £10 per 500. So
£100 gets you 5000 chips and £500 = 25000 chips. We are hopeful,
with these chips available, that players will buy-in / top-up by
enough to hit our goal. If we actually take in more than $10,000,
then we will pay out a 2nd and who knows, maybe even a 3rd placed
seat, but this will not be decided till the day of the game. There is a
tentative date of Saturday March 5th for this game and depending on
numbers, it could become a 2-day event that finishes on the Sunday.
The date will be confirmed in early 2022.

Now should the WSOP not take place in July, then the winner of the
Competition can still choose to go and play the M/E in November, or
whenever it takes place. But should they wish to play an alternate
event or events, which do actually take place during our Vegas trip,
then this will be discussed and agreed with the Committee at the
appropriate time. (PTO)



As with all BCPC events, the winner will play for 50% of the prize
pool, so in this case, let’s assume that our winner cashed for $16,000
in the M/E. He would then keep his buy-in first ($10,000), leaving
$6,000 to be split 50/50. That would mean that $3,000 would be
split between anyone who had put any money into this event. The
only difference between this split and the standard BCPC split is that
your payout will be whatever % of money you actually put into the
pot AFTER our winner’s investment is subtracted.

For example, our winner has invested $5000 while you invested
$2000 of the $10,000 total pool. So while your $2000 made up 20%
of the pool, once the winner has his $5000 investment subtracted,
your $2000 now makes up 40% of the remaining pool and therefore,
your cut of the $3000 would be $600. This way, the people who put
the most into the pot would receive the biggest payout when we win.

We currently have 13 players with a chipstack to enter this
tournament and 22 players with a share in the eventual winner. All
chips won prior to the event will be put into play at the outset of the
tournament.

Hopefully, this is now all clear to you. If you have any questions,
please do not hesitate to ask Brian.

When the Club began back in late 2008, myself and Chris Baker

discussed the “Dream” of one day putting a BCPC player into an EPT
event. Now we are on the verge of having a BCPC shirt sitting in the
biggest tournament in World Poker!

TREV RETURNS BEARING GIFTS

Trevor Greenway, mine-host of Ye Olde Toll House in Willenhall, is
back in the BCPC fold for Season 24 and he brings with him a special
offer for all BCPC members. If you dine at Trev’s establishment
between Monday & Saturday, you will receive a 25% discount on
your food bill (not to be used with any other offer and not available
on tribute nights). A magnificent gesture from Trev...Thank You Sir.



DATES FOR SEASON 24

NOVEMBER 12TH - SEASON 24 WEEK 1 (Progressive Bounty game)

DECEMBER 3RD - SEASON 24 WEEK 2

DECEMBER 10TH - HO-HO-HOMAHA

JANUARY 7TH - WEEK 3 (Shootout game)

FEBRUARY 18TH - WEEK 4

MARCH 4TH - WEEK 5

APRIL 22ND - WEEK 6

All of the above dates are subject to change if the casinos & APAT
announce any conflicting dates for their big competitions or any
football fixtures clash.

A date will be arranged for the Season 24 Heads-Up competition in
the New Year.

WHAT GOES ON AT THE BCPC?

( AN EXPLANATION FOR THE NEWBIES )

MATCHNIGHTS - To score points in a BCPC game, you need to make
the top 10, with points awarded of 1st = 15, 2=12, 3=10, 4=8, 5=6,
6=5, 7=4, 8=3, 9=2, 10=1. The Final Table is 9-handed, but for record
purposes, a 10th place finishes equates to making the Final Table, as
in some seasons in the past, we have played 9-handed.

COSTS - All League games are NLHE and cost £10 (Week 1 £20) to
enter. Please note that if you are in debt to the Club, either for Subs
or matchnight fees, then you will not be allowed to play before the
debt is cleared. There are no exceptions to this rule, so please do not
ask. Required subs are week 1 = £30 (for weeks 1 & 6), week 2 = £40
(weeks 2 & 5),  week 3 = £30 (weeks 3 & 4). This can be paid in one
payment if required, but however you pay, all subs must be fully paid
up by the start of Week 3 matchnight. Please speak to the Treasurer
(Tod Wood) for clarification if required.



VARIANTS - All games are NLHE, but Week 1 is a “Progressive
Bounty” game. In this one, you start with a £10 “Bounty” on your
head. If you knock someone out, you win £5 of their Bounty & your
bounty then becomes £15. If you were to eliminate someone with
£15 on their head, then you keep £7.50 and your bounty then goes
up to £22.50. All Bounties are scrutinised the day after the game &,
as with all winnings, are paid out via bank transfer.

Week 3 is our “Shootout” game. In this one, if we have 3 tables, then
the final 3 players left at each table will go onto the Final Table,
taking their chipstacks with them. The final player eliminated in 4th
place is classed as finishing 10th, receiving 1 point. For 4 tables, the
top 2 would go through per table, with the last 3rd placed player
also going forward and the 2nd-last 3rd placed player being classed
as finishing 10th.

ADDITIONAL TOURNAMENTS

Throughout the year, we also run other events, depending on
sufficient numbers and totally separate from League games…..
HEADS-UP - Cash prizes plus a trophy for the winner. Played each
season

HO-HO-HOMAHA - Our Christmas PLO event, where you get extra
chips for wearing fancy dress (which we all do!). Cash prizes.

SUMMER DEEPSTACK - Once a year, beginning outside in the
sunshine (hopefully) and played once a year. Cash prizes.

PLO SUMMER SIZZLER SERIES - 3 different PLO games in June, July
& August. Points awarded for each one with cash prizes and trophy
at the end of it, plus prizes for each individual game.

BCPC TEAM CHAMPIONSHIPS - Our flagship event. This has grown
year on year with the 2018 & 2019 events being held at The
Broadway and Star City, with Star City adding £1000 to our
prizepool. As with all team events entered by the BCPC, our team
members are determined on Club rankings. Played once per year.
(PTO)



BAPWAC - This stands for “Bag A Pair Win A Chair” and is a type of
sweep that we run at the interval in all BCPC games. We have a
sheet with 25 numbers. Each number costs £2 and you can have as
many as you wish. Once the 25 numbers are all filled (£50), we deal
2 cards per number. If your 2 cards are a pair, you get the chance to
win a £100 seat into a tournament of your choice (£100 is minimum
seat value). Should there be more than one pair drawn, then all of
those players play one hand of poker, cards face up, and the winner
wins the seat, while the other player(s) with a pair split any winnings
50/50 (as per BCPC rules) in whatever tournament the winner
chooses to play. for BAPWAC, the seat won does not include rake.
Entry to BAPWAC is purely optional.

BAPWAC 22 - This is similar to the above, except that it is drawn
when a single sheet is filled and costs £10 per number. This also
does not pay cash, but instead awards 12,500 (£250 worth) chips
into our Vegas 22 tournament, which will take place in early 2022 to
win a $10,000 seat into the WSOP Main Event. Anyone paying £10
or more in this draw will automatically qualify for a % of any
winnings of any money won in the WSOP by our player. If no pairs
are drawn, the best poker hand wins.

THE “CAP OF CRAP” - This baseball cap is worn by the person who
was first out in the previous game. It MUST be worn throughout the
duration of that player’s participation in the following game.

THE “SHIRT OF SHAME” - A BCPC institution for many years...this
shirt is a bit like the yellow jersey in the Tour De France, but in
reverse.  It is worn by the person who is bottom of the League,
coming into the next game. For all players who are on zero points,
the player who wears the SoS for the next game, will be the person
who went out earliest in the previous game. The only exception is at
the end of the season when countback is used to determine the Final
Table and therefore, the player with zero points and the lowest
“best” finish during the Season, will finish bottom. The SoS MUST be
worn (as your outer garment) for the duration of the next game.  For
the “larger” BCPC player, the SoS can be worn as a snood!



SEATS TO BE PLAYED

The following players have until DECEMBER 31ST, 2022 to play these
seats (rake included unless stated)….

Season 19 - Tom Cawley £125, Hitendra Patel £190, Matt McKinlay £125,
Charles Mason (BAPWAC, no rake) £100.

Season 20 - Steve Healey £450, Hitendra Patel £225 & £125, Amy Coshan

£225, Rich Hughes £225.

Season 21 - Steve Healey £550, Matt Cromwell £125, Kevin Berrie £80,
Paul Foy £225, Gareth Howard £100 (Heads-Up, no rake)

The following players have until DECEMBER 31ST, 2023 to play these
seats (rake included)….

Season 22 - Tom Cawley £100 (BAPWAC, no rake), Matt McKinlay £100
(BAPWAC, no rake), £340 & £125, Matt Godwin £35, Lee Mason £550,
Matt Kay £225, Aneurin Venables £225, Adam Phelan £125, Kev McCauley

£125, Amy Coshan £125, Charles Mason (BAPWAC, no rake) £100, Matt

Cromwell (BAPWAC, no rake) £150.

Season 23 - Gareth Howard £125 & £100 (Bingo seat, no rake), Matt

McKinlay £675, Alex Bako £450, Brian Yates £340, Matt Godwin £340,
Charles Mason £225, Adam Phelan £225, Nate Poulton £125, Paul Foy

£125, Gareth Howard £125, Lee Mason £125, Adam Sharples £60 (final
game, no rake).

Lockdown League (no rake) - Gareth Howard £450, Jake Poxon £300, Dan

Ryder £100.

Should anyone not be able to play a seat in time, please inform the
Committee in good time and we will discuss this with you and your
options moving forward.

When playing a seat, please let us know prior to the event & also
take a photo of your receipt and post on one of our social media
platforms. If you wish to play a seat in Vegas, exchange rates will be
done at the time of the transfer into local currency.



BCPC VEGAS TRIP, 2022

As mentioned earlier, the Club are looking to organise a trip to Las
Vegas in the summer of 2022, leaving around July 2nd for 2 weeks.
We hopefully can organise for us all to stay at the same hotel as this
makes things easier and is better from a social point of view, but if
anyone wishes to sort their own trip, go for longer or shorter
timescales or stay elsewhere, then there is nothing stopping you
doing that. You will still be able to join us on any activities that we
organise for our stay out there.

On our last trip we did “Strip Golf”, a brilliant day/night out, which is
still talked about today. We hired a cabana for 12 of us, again, a
great day by the pool and I am sure that these and other
shenanigans will be on the agenda this time.

If you want to put your name down as going or interested, then
please let a member of the Committee know as we are actively
looking for deals with hotels that can get us money off our costs.



BCPC CURRENT RANKINGS  (Season 24 players in red)

1. Matt Godwin              2. Matt McKinlay 3. Lee Mason

4. Adam Phelan 5. Brian Yates 6. Aneurin Venables

7. Paul Foy 8. Matt Kay 9. Gareth Howard

10. Tony Trippier          11. Charles Mason 12. Tod Wood

13. Ricky Buckland 14. Steve Healey 15. Amy Coshan

16. Adam Sharples 17. Nic Rawlings 18. Adam Smith

19. Trevor Greenway 20. Matt Cromwell      21. Richard Hughes

22. Claire Bailey 23. Graham Gorton 24. Mark England

25. Kevin Berrie 26. Dan Ryder 27. Hitendra Patel

28. Tom Cawley            29. Marc Ward 30. Laura Rhoden

31. Liam Pickering

Rankings are calculated using a formula involving Final Tables made,
League positions and results over the last 4 seasons. You do not receive
a ranking until you have completed 2 seasons of play.

These rankings are used to choose players for any Team Events
entered, firstly using ranked players for the current season, then
unranked players playing the current season, then ranked players not
playing the current season, followed by anyone else not included in the
above criteria.




